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Other Topics I Could Have Covered
Other Classical

1. Playfair Cipher. This is a nice 2-sub cipher.
   **PRO** - Like Matrix, its 2-sub but in a nice way
   **CON** - Nothing in it that points to the future or to a lesson-learned.

2. Enigma Cipher used by Germany in WW II and broken by Britain lead by Alan Turing.
   **PRO** - This is an extreme version of Vigenere and there are some interesting things about how it was cracked.
   **PRO** - Brings up Alan Turing and interesting history and social history—and diversity issues.
   **CON** - Details on how they cracked it are too detailed.
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Other Public Key

1. Rabin Enc, and variants: Cracking $\equiv$ factoring.
   - **PRO**: Cracking EQUIV to factoring!
   - **CON**: Never used, Too slow.

2. Goldwasser-Micali Enc: Cracking $\equiv$ SQRT mod $pq$.
   - **PRO**: Cracking EQUIV to a natural problem.
   - **CON**: Never used, Too Slow.
   - **NICK's CON**: Only transmits one friggin bit!

3. Blum-Goldwater Enc: Cracking $\equiv$ Comp Secure PRG.
   - **PRO**: PRG's tie into other parts of the course
   - **PRO**: Uses Blum-Blum-Shub PRG. FUN to say Blum-Blum-Shub.
   - **NICK's CON**: Only transmits one friggin bit!
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There is a better way to do secret sharing with cards that transmits slightly more bits.

**PRO**
-I know it and I like it and it's not that hard.

**CON**
-Esoteric!

**CAVEAT**
-Raises the question of what's more important:

1. Messy protocols and attacks that are used in the real world.
2. Clean toy problems that are interesting.

I prefer Clean Toy Problems.

I may be wrong about this.
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Proofs of Security, More Rigor

No Fun for me or for you.